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Abstract
In a data sample of 78.3 pb−1 collected in 1996 and 1997 by the ALEPH detector
at centre-of-mass energies from 161 to 184 GeV, invisible decays of a Higgs boson
have been searched for in the reaction e+e− ! hZ, where the Z can decay into
e+e−, µ+µ− or qq. No evidence for a signal is found and limits on the production
cross section are derived as a function of the Higgs boson mass. These results are
combined with those obtained in an update of the analyses of the ALEPH data taken
at LEP 1. For a production cross section equal to that of the minimal standard
model Higgs boson, masses below 80 GeV/c2 are excluded at 95% C.L.
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1 Introduction
Higgs boson decays into invisible nal states are predicted by many extensions of the
standard model [1]. In these models, the reaction e+e− ! hZ may therefore lead to
topologies involving acoplanar lepton pairs, when the Z decays to e+e− or +−, or
acoplanar pairs of jets, when the Z decays to qq. In general, the production cross section
of this reaction can be expressed as 2SM(e
+e− ! HZ), where 2 represents a model-
dependent constant which reduces the cross section with respect to that of the production
of the standard model Higgs boson H.
In particular, within the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model
(MSSM), the lighter CP-even Higgs boson h can decay into a pair of lightest neutralinos
h ! ; when the neutralino  is light enough. This decay leads to an invisible nal
state under the hypothesis of R-parity conservation. If the gaugino masses are unied
at the GUT scale, the negative result of direct chargino searches essentially excludes the
possibility of observing such invisible Higgs boson decays at LEP [2]. If, however, this
assumption is relaxed, new regions of the parameter space become accessible, thus opening
this possibility.
The searches reported in this letter are based on data collected by ALEPH in 1996 at
centre-of-mass energies of 161, 170 and 172 GeV with integrated luminosities of 10.9, 1.1
and 9.5 pb−1 respectively, and in 1997 at centre-of-mass energies from 181 to 184 GeV
with a total integrated luminosity of 56.8 pb−1. The results are combined with an update
of the search for the invisible decay modes of the Higgs boson performed at LEP 1 in
the monojet and acoplanar lepton topologies [3] and a reinterpretation of the search for
acoplanar jets designed for the e+e− ! (H ! hadrons) channel [4]. A search for
invisible Higgs boson decays at LEP 2 has also been performed by L3 [5].
2 The ALEPH detector
A detailed description of the ALEPH detector and its performance can be found in Refs. [6]
and [7]. Only a brief description of the detector components and algorithms relevant to
this analysis is given here. The major modication to the apparatus with respect to
Ref. [6] consists of a new vertex detector which was installed in October 1995. It is twice
as long as the previous one, providing a larger acceptance, and has less material in the
active region. The tracking system consists of the new vertex detector, an inner tracking
chamber and a large time projection chamber, immersed in a 1.5 T axial magnetic eld
provided by a superconducting solenoidal coil. The momentum resolution of the tracking
system is given by (1=pT ) = 6 10−4  5 10−3=pT (pT in GeV/c). Hereafter, charged
particle tracks reconstructed with at least four hits in the time projection chamber and
originating from within a cylinder of length 20 cm and radius 2 cm coaxial with the beam
and centred at the nominal collision point are referred to as good tracks.
The electromagnetic calorimeter, placed between the time projection chamber and the
coil, is a highly segmented sampling calorimeter used to identify electrons and photons and
to measure their energy, with a relative resolution of 0:18=
p
E + 0:009 (E in GeV). The
luminosity calorimeters allow the geometrical acceptance to be covered down to 34 mrad
from the beam axis. The hadron calorimeter consists of the return yoke of the magnet,
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instrumented with streamer tubes. It provides a measurement of the energy of charged
and neutral hadrons, with a relative resolution of 0:85=
p
E (E in GeV) and, together with
the external muon chambers, muon identication.
The total visible energy, and therefore also the missing energy, are measured with
an energy-flow algorithm [7], combining all the aforementioned measurements. This
algorithm also provides a list of charged and neutral reconstructed objects, allowing jets
to be reconstructed with an angular resolution of 20 mrad both in azimuthal and polar
angles and with an energy resolution of (0:6
p
E + 0:6) GeV (E in GeV).
3 Event selection
The topologies of interest at LEP 2 consist of a pair of leptons or a pair of jets with mass
close to mZ and with large missing energy and mass. The signal topologies were simulated
at several Higgs boson masses and centre-of-mass energies with the HZHA generator [8].
Monte Carlo samples describing the standard background processes were used to optimize
the selection procedures. Dilepton processes were simulated with KORALZ [9] for +−
and +− and UNIBAB [10] for Bhabha production. The γγ interactions were simulated
by PHOT02 [11], PYTHIA [12] and PHOJET [13], depending on the specic kinematic
congurations and nal states. A private generator was used to simulate Z nal
states [14]. All other relevant processes (qqγ, W+W−, ZZ, We and Ze+e−) were simulated
with PYTHIA. As a cross check, the four-fermion processes were also generated using
KORALW [15].
The optimizations of the selections for the LEP 1, 1996 and 1997 data samples were
performed separately using the method described in Ref. [16] and their combination was
done using the elitist prescription described therein. The selection procedures described
below were optimized for a Higgs boson mass value of 67 GeV/c2 at 161 and at 170{
172 GeV and for a mass value of 80 GeV/c2 at 181{184 GeV. The LEP 1 monojet analysis
was optimized for a Higgs boson mass of 67 GeV/c2. No background subtraction was
performed in any of the channels analysed.
3.1 The acoplanar lepton pair topology
To select hZ nal states where the Z decays leptonically and the Higgs boson invisibly,
events are required to have only two good tracks, which must be identied either as an
electron pair or a muon pair [7]. Only leptons well contained in the detector are selected
by requiring j cos 1j+ j cos 2j < 1:85, where 1,2 are the polar angles of the leptons with
respect to the beam axis. In addition, the acollinearity, dened as the angle between the
two lepton directions, is required to be greater than 125.
To reject the background from e+e− ! e+e− and +−, the visible energy is required
to be less than 65% of the centre-of-mass energy and the acoplanarity, dened as the azi-
muthal angle between the two lepton directions, must be less than 175. The background
contribution from the γγ ! ‘+‘− processes is reduced by requiring the total transverse
momentum pT to be greater than 12.5, 15 and 17 GeV/c, at 161, 170{172 and 181{
184 GeV, respectively.
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From the measured transverse momenta of the two leptons, p?,i(i = 1; 2), and their
error estimates, 1/p⊥,i , a 
2 measuring the consistency of the lepton pair mass m with
the Z mass and dened as
2 =
∑
i=1,2
(
1=p?,i − 1=p0?,i
)2
21/p⊥,i
− 2 log m
2
ZΓ
2
Z
(m2(p0?,i)−m2Z)2 + m2ZΓ2Z
;
is minimized with respect to p0?,i. Events with a 
2 greater than 5.0 are rejected. The
2 distribution is shown in Fig. 1 for data and Monte Carlo at 181{184 GeV, after the
requirements of two identied leptons and of pT greater than 5 GeV/c.
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Figure 1: Comparison between the 181{184 GeV data (dots with error bars) and the standard
model expectation (open histogram) for the χ2 distribution of the leptonic sample. The signal
expectation for the standard production cross section is represented by the hatched histogram.
Some cuts were relaxed to preserve sucient statistics.
The eciency of the acoplanar lepton pair selection is shown in Fig. 2a as a function of
the Higgs boson mass for the various centre-of-mass energies. The systematic uncertainty
on the eciency was estimated to be 6%, dominated by the Monte Carlo statistics, the
lepton identication and the estimate of 1/p⊥ .
One candidate event was observed in the 181{184 GeV data sample; its tted missing
mass is 83.2 GeV/c2, with a resolution of 3 GeV/c2. No candidate events were observed
in the 161 and 170{172 GeV data samples. The expected background comes mainly
from four-fermion processes and amounts to 0.1 events for data collected at 161 GeV,
to 0.2 events for data collected at 170{172 GeV and to 1.0 event for data collected at
181{184 GeV.
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Figure 2: Eciencies for the (a) acoplanar lepton pair, and (b) acoplanar jet pair analyses
at 161, 170{172 GeV and 181{184 GeV. The curves represent the parametrization used to set
limits.
3.2 The acoplanar jet pair topology
Events coming from e+e− ! hZ with Z decaying into hadrons and h invisibly are selected
by requiring at least ve good tracks which account for at least 10% of the centre-of-mass
energy. The missing momentum must point away from the beam axis (j cos misj < 0:9) to
avoid nal states with undetected energetic particles at low polar angles. Background from
two-photon collisions is further reduced by requiring that the total transverse momentum
be larger than 5 GeV/c.
To suppress the WW background, where one W decays leptonically and the other
hadronically, no identied lepton with a momentum greater than 15 GeV/c must be
found in the event. In addition, the most isolated good track, dened as the track making
the largest angle with its closest track, must not be identied as a lepton and must have
a momentum smaller than 5 GeV/c. The distribution of the visible mass is shown in
Fig. 3 for the 181{184 GeV data sample. Only events with visible mass between 70 and
100 GeV/c2 are kept.
The other selection cuts, optimized at the dierent centre-of-mass energies, are listed
in Table 1.
For example, at 181{184 GeV, in order to reduce e+e− ! qq background events the
visible energy is required to be less than 115 GeV. To reject radiative return events, the
transverse acoplanarity angle, dened in Ref. [17], must be less than 170, the acollinearity
greater than 120, and the acoplanarity, dened in Ref. [18], larger than 0:15.
To tackle the We and WW backgrounds, a b-tagging neural network [19] is employed.
The events are rst forced to form two jets using the Durham algorithm, with a threshold
value of the jet clustering variable y12 for which the event topology changes from one jet
to two jets in excess of 0.5. To select hZ events in which the Z decays to bb, the sum of
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Figure 3: Comparison between the 181{184 GeV data (dots with error bars) and the standard
model expectation (open histogram) for the visible mass distribution of the hadronic sample.
The signal expectation for the standard production cross section is represented by the hatched
histogram. Some cuts were relaxed to preserve sucient statistics.
the two hemisphere neural network outputs  is required to be greater than 1.5. To select
with some eciency the hZ events where Z does not decay to bb, events with a smaller
 value are kept for which more stringent kinematic cuts must be applied. These events
are forced to form three jets, again using the Durham algorithm. The minimum dijet
angle is required to be less than 40, and the smallest dijet invariant mass smaller than
20 GeV=c2. At 161 GeV, however, there is much less background coming from WW events
and the anti-WW cuts are not applied. Instead, to remove the signicant contribution of
qq(γ) events, each of the three jets must contain at least one charged particle, and the
sphericity must be less than 0.15.
The eciency of the jet pair selection is shown in Fig. 2b as a function of the Higgs
boson mass for the various centre-of-mass energies. The systematic error on the eciency
was estimated to be 5%, dominated by the Monte Carlo statistics and possible inaccuracies
in the energy flow simulation.
One candidate event was observed in the 181{184 GeV data sample, with a missing
mass of 90.9 GeV/c2 and a resolution of 7 GeV/c2; no candidates were observed in the
lower energy data. The expected background mainly comes from four-fermion processes
and it amounts, according to PYTHIA, to 0.75, 0.84, and 3.46 events at 161, 170{172
and 181{184 GeV, respectively. The decit of events in the chosen visible mass range
(70{100 GeV/c2) is already present for looser cuts, as shown in Fig. 3 where the Monte
Carlo background distribution is based on the PYTHIA generator. The background
expectation based on KORALW is 40% lower. The decit of events is attributed to a
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Table 1: Cuts for the acoplanar jet pair selection.
Selection cut 161 GeV 170{172 GeV 181{184 GeV
Visible energy (GeV) < 110 115 115
Transverse acoplanarity (degrees) < { { 170
Acollinearity (degrees) > 140 130 120
Modied acoplanarity > 0.1 0.1 0.15
Sphericity < 0.15 Not used Not used
y12 > Not used 0.4 0.5
Neural Network b tagging > Not used 1 1.5
OR
Minimum dijet angle (degrees) < Not used 40 40
Minimum dijet invariant mass (GeV/c2) < Not used 20 20
statistical fluctuation. Since, however, the background is not subtracted in the limit
setting, the results are unaected by systematic uncertainties related to the background
estimate.
3.3 Monojet analysis at LEP 1
At energies at and around the Z peak, the topologies associated with the production of
an invisible Higgs boson in the reaction e+e− ! hZ are (i) the acoplanar lepton pair,
(ii) the acoplanar jet pair, and (iii) the monojet topologies.
The search for acoplanar jets, optimized for a standard model Higgs boson, produced
in the reaction e+e− ! H and decaying into hadrons, is described in Ref. [4] and was
performed using the whole LEP 1 data sample. No candidate events were found, with
1.4 background events expected. The results can be reinterpreted in the present context,
with the ro^les of the Higgs and Z bosons interchanged.
The search for invisible decay modes of the Higgs boson reported in Ref. [3] was
performed using data collected from 1989 to 1992. This analysis has been reoptimized
here for the luminosity collected up to 1995, merging the searches for hadronic and leptonic
nal states into a single monojet selection as in Ref. [20].
The updated selection is as follows. Events must contain at least two good tracks, and
the total neutral hadronic energy must be less than 40% of the total visible energy. For
events with exactly two good tracks, the total electric charge is required to be zero. The
total missing momentum is required to point more than 25:8 away from the beam axis. To
suppress the two-photon processes, the total transverse momentum must be greater than
6%
p
s (increased to 8%
p
s if the missing momentum points into the regions of vertical
cracks in the luminosity calorimeters) and no energy must be detected within 12 of the
beam direction. The transverse acoplanarity is required to be less than 140 and no energy
within a wedge of 30 around the missing momentum direction in the plane transverse
to the beam axis must be detected. The energy in the hemisphere opposite to the total
momentum direction is required to be less than 2 GeV. To reject the e+e− ! +− events
in which the decay products of one of the tau’s are not reconstructed as energy flow
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Figure 4: Selection eciencies as a function of the Higgs boson mass for the LEP 1 analyses.
Dots with error bars are the results of the eciency calculation on Monte Carlo signal samples
and the curves represent the parametrization used to set limits. (a) Acoplanar jet selection and
monojet selection of the hadronic nal states. (b) Monojet selection of the leptonic nal states.
objects, evidence for additional tracks in the inner tracking chamber is searched for in
events with three and ve good tracks. Events in which such an additional track is found
in the hemisphere opposite to the total momentum direction are rejected. To remove
events with nal state radiation, no isolated photon with energy greater than 10 GeV
must be detected. Finally, the bulk of the remaining four-fermion background events is
eliminated by requiring the visible mass to be greater than 5 GeV/c2.
The eciencies of the acoplanar jet and monojet selections for the hadronic nal
states are shown in Fig. 4a as a function of the Higgs boson mass. The eciencies are
computed for the two samples exclusively selected by either the acoplanar jet or the
monojet selection and for the sample selected by both. The eciency of the monojet
selection for the leptonic nal states is shown in Fig. 4b. As in the previous section, the
systematic uncertainty on the overall eciency is estimated to be 5%. The requirement
that no energy be detected within 12 of the beam axis introduces an ineciency due
to beam-associated background. This loss is monitored with events triggered at random
beam crossings and amounts to 5%.
The search for monojet events with the full LEP 1 data sample selected one candidate
event, with 2.2 events expected from standard background processes. The missing mass
is 69.1 GeV/c2, with a resolution of 3.1 GeV/c2. This candidate was already reported in
Ref. [20].
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Figure 5: Expected and observed condence levels as a function of Higgs boson mass, for
ξ2 = 1. (a) LEP 1 data; (b) 161 and 170{172 GeV data; (c) 181{184 GeV data and (d) overall
combination. The expected condence levels are based on the PYTHIA generator.
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4 Combined results
A total of three candidate events was selected in the data by all the searches described in
the previous sections (acoplanar lepton pair, acoplanar jet pair and monojet topologies), to
be compared with 104 events expected from the standard model. The uncertainty in the
background estimate comes mainly from the dicult modelling of the energy deposition at
the boundaries of the luminosity calorimeters, and from the comparison between dierent
physics generators. The eciencies, computed with signal Monte Carlo samples, are
shown in Fig. 2 and 4 together with the parametrizations used in deriving limits. The
calculation of the condence levels uses the reconstructed Higgs boson mass as a discri-
minating variable. The systematic uncertainties are taken into account in the derivation
of the results according to Ref. [21].
The expected and observed condence levels as obtained for the combination of the
three statistically independent LEP 1 analyses are shown in Fig. 5a as a function of
the Higgs boson mass for 2 = 1. The results of the search for the Higgs boson in
invisible decay modes at 161 and 170{172, and 181{184 GeV are shown in Figs. 5b and 5c,
respectively. They are combined in Fig. 5d with those obtained with the LEP 1 data.
The negative results of this search can be translated into 95% C.L. exclusion regions
in the (2, mh) plane (Fig. 6). As a result, a mass mh below 80 GeV/c
2 is excluded at
9
95% C.L. for 2 = 1. The average limit expected in the absence of signal is 70 GeV/c2.
With this expected limit, the probability to obtain a limit of at least 80 GeV/c2 is 16%
using the prediction of PYTHIA for the four-fermion background, and 47% using the
prediction of KORALW.
5 Conclusions
A search has been made for invisible decay modes of the Higgs boson produced in the
reaction e+e− ! hZ. Acoplanar jet and acoplanar lepton topologies have been studied at
centre-of-mass energies of 161, 170{172 and 181{184 GeV. The existing LEP 1 searches
for acoplanar jets and monojets, updated to include the full statistics, have been used to
derive combined exclusion regions. For a production cross section equal to that of the
standard model Higgs boson, a mass mh less than 80 GeV/c
2 is excluded at 95% C.L.
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